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PMI
The Performance of Manufacturing Index (PMI) has
continued its recent sequence of oscillating around its longterm average. January’s 52.1 reading was a bit under the
long-term norm of 53.1, after December’s somewhat perkier
53.8. At face value, the headline result looks reasonable
enough. January’s result is the 5th consecutive month above
the breakeven 50 mark and points to some further progress
into the New Year.
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But the details do raise some questions about what is going
on beneath the surface. The production index eased to a
slow looking 51.2 in January. Maybe this is just some
‘payback’ from December’s very strong 56.2. Or perhaps it
reflects restricted activity as either more people took
holidays or people took longer than usual holidays after
what was a torrid Covid-influenced period – especially for
those in the North. If so, it was not obvious with the
Northern region’s PMI (and production index) above the
nation’s average.
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Is demand slowing?
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The PMI new orders index fell to 53.3 from December’s 57.1.
This is not that far below the long-term norm of 55.0, but it
is the lowest reading since the lockdown back in August. It
makes one wonder if demand has slowed into the New Year.
After all, economic confidence has fallen recently, house
sales were lower (although not low) in the latter part of last
year, and inflation and higher interest rates are chewing into
disposable incomes. The possibility of slower demand seems
consistent with the PMI stocks of finished products index
(52.8 in January) posting its second consecutive month
above its long-term average (albeit a touch less so than
December’s 53.2). Strong conclusions from one month’s
data are not to be recommended (especially around holiday
time). But trends are worth keeping an eye on. Meanwhile,
the PMI employment index dropped to a weak-looking 49.2
in January. With other recent surveys showing
manufacturers’ positive employment intentions and
difficulty finding staff, we suspect this is more likely to
reflect labour market tightness than necessarily softer
labour demand. Either way, it adds to the idea of not
expecting much overall employment growth in Q1.
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In any case, it has to be said, January’s PMI results feel like
something of a place holder before Omicron hits proper over
coming months along with anticipated higher rates of
absenteeism and disruption. Only time will tell the extent of
that and its influence on the manufacturing sector and
indicators like the PMI.
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